46+/- acres off Highway 105 in Montgomery
across from Waterpoint Shopping Center (CVS,
Marina, Starbucks + lakeside restaurants) on the
Southern shores of Lake Conroe. Prime location
for development (optional plans available and
City of Conroe Sewer/Water information upon
request). 0 Tejas Boulevard in Conroe
ML# 29003595. $2,750,000
Rare, Rustic & Pure Country Living! Located on a
quiet 1.5+ acres of land w/a 3 bed/2.5 bath+study
main house, 1 bed/1 full bath guest quarters,
40x30 steel frame workshop w/concrete floors,
air compressor, bathroom, office, 12 ft. overhead
doors (2) & 14 ft. eaves, 40x15 lean-to shed, small
pond + 2 entrances (1 is a circle driveway)! This
home was built w/vision; from the landscape/accent lights to the hand scraped cedar beams to the
hand selected pecan cabinets. The exterior boasts a 3 sided wrap around porch w/wood
ceiling planks, fenced interior yard, finished garage (w/2nd floor quarters) + water well.
The interior greets w/a scored concrete floor that offers a distinct look that leads to a
GREAT room w/cathedral ceilings, wall of windows & a striking stone FP. The island
kitchen overlooks heart of the house w/granite counters, pecan cabinets + walk-in pantry.
Private Master bedroom is equipped w/double closets, double vanities, soak tub + walkthru shower w/multiple shower heads.
12168 Clint Parker Road in Conroe. ML# 90114299. $539,000
Residential, Commercial or Both? Featuring almost 3.5 acres of land with a house + metal building within minutes from FM 3083, N Loop 336
E, I-45 + Hwy 105 and borders the unimproved
area of E Semands Avenue; so many possibilities & options! The front 1.5 acres boast a 5 bedroom/3.5 bathroom/2 car garage home that was
recently painted and well-kept plus a 40x30 metal
building w/insulated ceiling, three - 12x12 ft. Roll
Up Doors, Piped for Compressed Air, 220v electrical in place, covered exterior parking/
storage and a fully secured front entrance w/electric gates. The interior offers so much
space! A large living room w/fireplace, an island kitchen w/great cabinet space, breakfast
room + formal dining room. One bedroom downstairs (used as a home office) with a full
bathroom. 4 bedroom upstairs with 2 full bathrooms.
901 Shady Lane, Woodland Estates in Conroe. ML# 10834808. $485,000
Location & Privacy meet under a canopy of trees
w/this 3.15 unrestricted acres. Situated outside
the gates of Teaswood and w/in minutes of I-45,
shopping/restaurants making it the perfect balance of the quiet life & modern conveniences.
Fully fenced, large shade trees, natural vegetation, orange, grapefruit and lemon trees, barn/
workshop w/office/studio + a private water well!
The house boasts extensive outdoor living options w/a deep porch that wraps around two sides of the house + a 18x26 screened in
patio w/a high ceiling & views of nature. The front door welcomes you into the living
room w/a brick FP w/built in heatilator plus an additional den/gameroom downstairs for
extra living space! The very spacious island kitchen is equipped w/a breakfast bar, solid
wood cabinets, a brick accent wall w/arched niche for the cooktop + dining room. Two
bedrooms are on the first floor including the HUGE Primary bedroom w/double sinks,
soak tub + walk-in shower. Two bedrooms and full bathroom up.
5497 Teas Nursery in Conroe. ML# 57832890. $474,900

Estate-style living with a sparkling private pool
ready for the Summer! Located on a .34 acre lot
with towering shade trees, eye-catching curb appeal, fenced backyard with private pool w/spa,
tons of pool decking for sunbathing or entertainment + a second story walk-out deck overlooking
the pool/backyard area! The interior greets with
high ceilings and distinctive tile floors that flow
into the spacious living room offering a wall of
windows that overlook the pool area, floor-to-ceiling brick fireplace + wood built-ins.
The island kitchen boasts granite counters, solid wood cabinets, breakfast bar w/seating, breakfast area w/bay window + a dining room (currently being used as a study/office). The Primary bedroom is equipped w/shutters, pvc plank floors, bathroom w/double
sinks, vanity area, walk-in shower + a HUGE closet! Upstairs provides 3 very spacious
bedrooms with great closets (no carpet in the bedrooms!), Hollywood bath + a gameroom
w/dry bar, half bathroom & a walk-out balcony!
3 Woods Estates Drive, Wedgewood in Conroe. ML# 6963926. $334,700
Located in a gated Lake Conroe waterfront
subdivision that offers a waterfront pool, boat
launch, boardwalk plus great schools nearby!
This 4 bedroom home offers light and bright
curb appeal that welcomes you to the Lake area!
The interior boasts a very spacious living area w/
wood-like floors, plenty of windows that bring in
natural lighting. The kitchen is open to the living
room and is equipped with warm wood cabinets,
breakfast bar plus dining area. Large Primary bedroom with views of the Lake, oversized
bathroom with walk-in shower. Three secondary rooms with great closet space.
10761 S Lake Mist Lane, Lake Breeze in Willis. ML# 32273476. $229,700
This 3 bedroom/2 full bathroom home sits on a
half acre fenced lot with a 30x30 metal workshop
with a concrete floor + an uncovered 30x10 storage/parking. Located on a quiet road near Lake
Conroe, MISD schools, shopping and major
roads. The home boasts over 30 feet of covered
front porch that overlooks the yard w/shade trees
+ additional outdoor entertainment space w/fire
pit. The interior offers a spacious living room w/
ceiling fan and plenty of windows allowing for great natural lighting. The kitchen is open
to the living room and is equipped with solid cabinets, built-in microwave + dining area.
Large Primary bedroom with private door to backyard area, tub + double showers! Updates
include fresh paint (inside & out), new wood-like vinyl floors, new a/c and much more!
18142 Firepine Lane, Marvins Gardens in Montgomery. ML# 12094123. $184,900
Located in a quiet subdivision in Willis that is
minutes from major roads, restaurants, shopping,
schools and golf courses! This 3 bedroom, 2.5 bathroom home offers an eye-catching exterior with
a generous front porch that will welcome relaxation! The floor plan offers a spacious living room
that flows into the dining room and overlooks the
kitchen that will boast rich wood cabinets, granite
countertops, breakfast bar that will be great for entertaining and a stunning backsplash. Master bedroom is located on the first floor for extra privacy
and offers an outstanding bathroom w/a great walk in closet The two secondary bedrooms are located on the second floor with spacious closets and a shared bathroom with
shower/tub combo. Low taxes! Frontier Lakes offers a unique country setting offering
three lakes, multiple lakeside parks, and a horse pasture!
14858 Crockett, Lake Conroe Village in Montgomery. ML# 10687421. $169,900
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Just like June and July, August is shaping
up to be like no other we have ever experienced. As we are continuing to learn what
new normal behaviors are excepted of us with
changing variables on a daily basis it gets to be
a bit confusing. Nobody seems to know what
normal even looks like anymore. Here at Dock
Line we will continue to be here to support our
community, since now more than ever our community needs all of our support. As we continue to navigate the new waters of this ever
changing summer, just know we will still have
beach days and cookouts but there will also
be social distancing, smaller gatherings and
more staycations.  Our new normal is definitely
anything but normal. It is true our vocabulary
has changed but throughout it all, the message remains the same. We are a community of
resilience, compassion and generosity. It has
become apparent now more than ever what
a great community we live in. We encourage
everyone to take a look around, celebrate the
little things and support your local businesses,
as they absolutely need your support as we all
struggle to get through this unprecedented
time. If we all stick together we will be stronger than ever. Until next month, stay safe and
take care…
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Hurricane season is here. Don’t
wait. Get a standby generator
installed and never worry about
losing power again. If you’d like
to get a free quote on a standby
generator for your home, contact
Grasten Power Technologies
today. Call them at 281-2596500 or fill out the easy form
online at
www.grastengenerators.com.

Check our Dock Line Magazine page
online for any upcoming events that
might happen in August 2020

Visit us on the web! www.docklinemagazine.com
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Giving Power to the People

How Grasten Power Technologies Is Keeping the Lights on for
Lake Conroe Communities with Standby Generators
By: Brian Sherman

8
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ricane Rita, that Grasten Power Technologies
was started. Joshua Keller of Grasten saw the
gaping hole in the standby generator industry
and knew it needed to be filled the right way.
With hundreds of thousands of people without
power, the demand for backup generators skyrocketed. However, the biggest problem wasn’t
that people couldn’t get a standby generator,
but the service was missing. “With Rita, we saw
that there really weren’t enough good, quality
installers and good, quality service companies.
You had a lot of bad installations and very few
people were taking care of the generators.”
He adds. “We wanted to come in and provide
five-star service, along with top quality installations.”
Grasten quickly became the best standby
generator installer in the region. “We have
THE best reviews in the generator industry. On
every review site, we are five-star rated, with
hundreds of reviews.” says Joshua Keller. “I can
confidently say that we are the best generator
installation company in the region.”
In fact, Grasten’s customers seem to
strongly agree:

In 2005, Hurricane Rita, like many major
storms that have come through Texas, came
with little warning and left an unprecedented amount of damage in its path. The major
storms that came in the years that followed
proved just as devastating in their own ways.
Hurricane Ike left 2.1 million people without
power, and Hurricane Harvey, along with devastating flooding, caused power outages for
over 500,000 people. For many, it took weeks
to have full power restored.
It was after that nightmare of a storm, Hur-

“I cannot thank you all enough for handling
our generator needs. Not only was your quote
lower than your competitors, we also ended up
with a larger generator. The entire experience
was nothing short of amazing. Everyone was always prompt, efficient, professional, and always
willing to help or make changes as needed. Could
not be more pleased and hope to work with you
all again for my personal generator needs”
–Karen P.
If you’ve ever lost power to your home for
even just a few hours, you know how inconvenient and stressful it can be. So, if you’re wondering if a standby generator is right for you,
let’s take a look at two of the biggest reasons

hundreds of homeowners are having them installed in their homes this year:
Natural Disasters
If you’ve lived in southeast Texas for even
just a short time, you know the real threat that
hurricanes bring to the area. Nearly every year,
it seems we are threatened by another looming storm churning off the Gulf or in the Atlantic, slowly working its way to the Texas coast.
People can panic, causing gridlocked traffic as
people evacuate and empty shelves in stores
as people prepare for the worst, buying food
and supplies. Not to mention, these storms
bring a high chance of losing power to your
home - maybe for days and weeks.
With a standby generator, you’ll never
have to worry about losing power. In fact, the
instant your home loses power, your home will
be powered by your generator. You’ll never notice the switch.
Failing Infrastructure
The Greater Houston and Lake Conroe
areas are growing fast. More and more homes
and businesses are moving into the area and
the strain on our power grids is scary. Our electrical grids are in great need of renovations
and upgrades, and frequent power outages are
becoming commonplace. “The grid infrastructure is really, really, old and failing us more
and more” warns Joshua. “And they’re expecting more storms and more power outages.”
Even with advancements in renewable energy
like solar power coming in the future, the gap
is ever widening and the strain on the electrical grid is only growing.
It’s easy to get a standby generator installed in your home. In fact, if you’re building
a new home right now, it’s the perfect time to
Continued on page 10 1
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install a standby generator. It can be installed
much more aesthetically and efficiently with
your new build.
So, you might be thinking now that a
standby generator could save you a lot of
stress and uncertainty. With hurricane season
here, the chances of you losing power is about
to go through the roof. Now might be the perfect time to invest in a standby generator for
your home.
More affordable than you think - especially
now.
Before you worry that a standby generator is going to be too expensive, Grasten makes
it easy to afford one for your home, on pretty
much any budget - especially considering the
economic season we are going into with the
shutdown. As Joshua Keller explains, “We want
to be respectful of everyone’s health and time.
We understand we’re going through trying
times. For that reason, we have zero-down financing and zero interest for 18 months, and
payments as low as $100 a month. Even someone on social security can afford it.”
You don’t have to break the bank to secure
your home with dependable power.
Special programs for you right now.
Are you a Centerpoint Energy customer?
Grasten has a special offer of up to $1,500 off

10
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a qualifying generator, and for a limited time,
when you purchase a Kohler generator, you’ll
also get a free 10-year extended warranty,
worth up to $1,795.
Also, Grasten is offering a special deal on
Generac generators. Right now, you can receive
a 10-year warranty and your first year of maintenance FREE with your qualifying purchase –
a $1,395 value.
If you already own a standby generator
Grasten can provide all the maintenance on it
regularly so you’ll never have to worry about it
not working when you need it.
Social Distancing? No Problem.
Grasten is paving the way to make their
service as safe and customer-friendly as possible. “We have developed a virtual in-home
consultation service.” says Joshua. Customers can work with a Grasten technician over
a video chat to identify generator issues and
determine the service necessary. “We also have
a self-site survey link on our website where
a customer can walk through the process of
choosing the right generator before contacting us directly.” Joshua adds. “And generator
installs are done outside - you’ll never have to
come in contact with us.” In addition, Grasten is
offering a no-touch service all around, including email receipts and digital paperwork.

Leading the Way in the Face of Uncertainty
As many businesses are shutting down,
slowing down, or stuck in a holding pattern,
waiting out the pandemic, Grasten is pushing
forward. In early May, they closed on a new facility to expand their operations. As Joshua explains, “This is huge for us. It’s a two acre piece
of property, right off the highway. We’re going
to be building a 13,000 sq. ft. corporate headquarters.” Despite the uncertainty, Grasten is
growing into the future to provide even better
service and care for their community. “We’ve
become a staple in the generator industry.
We’re now one of the largest generator dealers in Texas. This new corporate headquarters
is going to be good for us.”
Hurricane season is here. Don’t wait. Get
a standby generator installed and never worry
about losing power again.
If you’d like to get a free quote on a standby generator for your home, contact Grasten
Power Technologies today. Call them at 281259-6500 or fill out the easy form online at
www.grastengenerators.com. Their sales and
service staff are available Monday – Friday
from 8am to 4:30pm, and their emergency service team is available 24/7. u

YOUR MEDICATIONS CAN MAKE YOUR
NOSE AND THROAT FEEL BAD
In my role as a practicing ENT specialist,
obviously I see patients with nose woes and
throat inflammation including chronic throat
clearing or cough. Often these conditions are
the result of allergies or infections. I have
previously written about treatments for these
conditions using both over-the-counter and
prescription medications.
This month I would like to talk about how
medications that are prescribed for unrelated
medical problems can result in symptoms such
as nasal congestion and dryness of the nose
and throat leading to thick postnasal drip.
When I talk about this type of problem it is not
considered to be a medication allergy but is
classified as a side effect.
The human body is tremendously complex
and almost any chemical ingested into it can
lead to an unexpected result. However many
of the commonly prescribed medications have
predictable side effects.
The first side effect that I encounter is nasal congestion or a stopped up nose sensation.
I see this most commonly seen with medications to lower high blood pressure. Many medications for hypertension work by causing the
tiny muscles around blood vessels to relax. Unfortunately this action also leads to the blood
vessels just under the surface of the nasal lining enlarging. This makes the nasal tissues get
bigger which is what all of us experience as
congestion. A DE-congestant, such as Sudafed,
actually acts to constrict these blood vessels,
making the tissue smaller and making breathing easier. Unfortunately Sudafed can raise
your blood pressure, so long term use needs to
be monitored.
Here is a list of other types of medications
which have been noted to have side effects of
nasal stuffiness and congestion: aspirin, ibuprofen, hormone replacements (including birth
control), antidepressants, anti-anxiety drugs
and even ED meds like Viagra.
Dryness of the mouth and throat is also a
common medication side effect. Blood pressure medications containing diuretics to remove fluid from the body can result in excessive dryness including thickening of the normal

asthma or COPD.
One other specific medication causing
problems is blood pressure medicine in the
class called ACE inhibitors. The most common
one of these is known as Lisinopril. This drug
frequently has a side effect of any persistent
dry tickle cough. Once it is discontinued the
cough usually goes away quickly.
Obviously not everyone will suffer these
side effects. And I certainly do not recommend
stopping prescription medications without
having a conversation with your primary physician’s office. But often looking outside the
common causes such as allergy or infection
provides better remedy of these persistent
problems. u

nasal secretions to create
an irritating thick postnasal drainage. Drugs to control irritable bowel spasms,
bladder spasms or frequent
urination frequently lead to
throat dryness and a feeling of frequent need to clear
your throat. Other medications causing this problem
include antihistamines, anti-anxiety medications and
antidepressants, Parkinson’s
disease meds, nausea treatments and oral inhalers for
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Cracked Tooth Syndrome
What Is It?
Unlike teeth with obvious fractures, teeth with
cracked tooth syndrome usually have fractures
that are too small to be seen on X-rays. Sometimes the fracture is below the gum line, making it even more difficult to identify. Cracked
tooth syndrome more often occurs in molars,
usually lower molars, which absorb most of the
forces of chewing. People who grind or clench
their teeth may be more susceptible to cracked
tooth syndrome because of the constant forces
put on their teeth. Sometimes a person’s normal bite causes certain molar cusps (the highest points of the tooth) to exert so much pressure on the opposing tooth that it cracks. Teeth
with large fillings or teeth that have undergone
root canal treatment are weaker than other
teeth and may be more likely to crack. People

14
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with one cracked tooth are more likely to have
others, either at the same time or in the future.
Symptoms
You may experience pain in the tooth when you
bite or chew. However, it probably will not happen all the time. The tooth may be painful only
when you eat certain foods or when you bite in
a specific way. You will not feel a constant ache,
as you would if you had a cavity or abscess but
the tooth may be more sensitive to cold temperatures. If the crack worsens, the tooth may
become loose. Many people with cracked tooth
syndrome have symptoms for months, but it’s
often difficult to diagnose because the symptoms are not consistent.
Diagnosis
Diagnosis of cracked tooth syndrome is often
difficult. Your dentist will do a thorough ex-

amination of your mouth and teeth, focusing
on the tooth in question. He or she may use a
sharp instrument called an explorer to feel for
cracks in the tooth and will inspect the gums
around the tooth for irregularities. Your dentist
also may take X-rays, although X-rays often do
not show the crack. Your dentist may use a special instrument to test the tooth for fractures.
One instrument looks like a toothbrush without
bristles that fits over one part of the tooth at a
time as you bite down. If you feel pain, the cusp
being tested most likely has a crack affecting
it. Your dentist may shine a fiber-optic light on
the tooth or stain it with a special dye to search
for a crack. If the tooth already has a filling or
crown, your dentist may remove it so he or she
can better inspect the tooth.
Expected Duration
How long symptoms last depends somewhat
on how quickly a cracked tooth can be diagnosed. Even then, treatment may not always
completely relieve the symptoms.
Prevention
If you grind or clench your teeth, talk to your
dentist about treatment. Grinding can increase
your risk of cracked tooth syndrome.
Treatment
Treatments for cracked tooth syndrome do not
always completely relieve the symptoms. Treatment depends on the location, direction and
extent of the crack. Cracks vary from superficial

ones in the outer layers of the tooth to deep
splits in the root affecting the pulp (the center
of the tooth, which contains the tooth’s nerves).
If the crack affects one or more cusps of a tooth,
the tooth may be restored with a crown. If a
crack affects the pulp, you probably will need
root canal treatment. About 20% of teeth with
cracked tooth syndrome require root canals. After a root canal, the tooth will no longer be sensitive to temperature, but it still will respond to
pressure. This means that if you felt pain when
you bit down before the root canal, you probably will not feel it as intensely as before, but
you may feel it from time to time. In some severe cases, the tooth may need to be extracted.
Some cracks extend into the root of the tooth
under the bone and there’s no way to fix the
tooth. If your dentist decides the tooth needs to
be extracted, you can have it replaced with an
implant or a bridge.
Prognosis
Treatment of cracked tooth syndrome is not always successful. Your dentist should inform you
about the prognosis. In some people, a restoration with a crown will relieve all symptoms. In
others, root canal treatment solves the problem. Some people continue to have occasional
symptoms after treatment, and may need to
have the tooth extracted. u
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als agree that backpack loads become a health
problem when they reach 15% or more of
your child’s body weight. For example, a child
weighing 50 pounds should carry no more than
7.5 pounds in their backpack; children weighing 100 pounds should carry no more than 15
pounds on their back; and children and adolescents weighing 150 pounds should not carry
more than 22.5 pounds. A recent study has revealed that 55 percent of students are carrying
backpacks weighing more than 15% of their
weight.

put on and take off the backpack without difficulty and permit free movement of the arms.
Straps should not be too loose, and the backpack should not extend below the lower back.
• Keep the load at 10-15% or less of the
student’s bodyweight. Carry only those items
that are required for the day. Request additional
textbooks to be kept at home instead of hauling heavy books to and from school.
• Clean out the backpack once a week to
remove any unnecessary items that can create
more weight.
• Organize the contents of the backpack by
placing the heaviest items closest to the back.
• A padded back and wide shoulder straps
will reduce pressure on the back, shoulders, and
underarm regions, and enhance comfort.
• Hip and chest belts help to transfer some
of the backpack weight from the back and
shoulders to the hips and torso.
• Reflective material enhances visibility of
the child to drivers in the evening hours.
If you begin to notice the following signs,
it may be an indication that the backpack is too
heavy or not positioned correctly on the back:
• Postural adaptations when wearing the
backpack such as: excessive leaning forward,
spinal tilt to one side or an elevated hip sup-

As you prepare your child to head back to
school, here are some tips on how to ensure
that his backpack is safe, as well as ways to
be proactive when it comes to the amount of
weight your child carries to and from school
everyday.
• Wear both straps and avoid the one-strap
styled back packs. Uneven distribution of the
load causes postural compensations and spinal
stress.
• When putting on and removing backpacks, bend at the knees or have the pack at a
higher level such as on a desk or table. Sudden
twisting motion adds to the potential of injury.
• Arrange the backpack so it rests evenly
and snuggly in the middle of the back. Shoulder
straps should be adjusted to allow the child to

porting the excess weight
• Difficulty when putting on or taking off
the backpack
• Pain or discomfort when wearing the
backpack
• Tingling or numbness in arms and even
into fingers
• Redness or soreness in neck, upper back
and shoulder muscles
• Lower back pain with either gradual or
sudden onset
Every child has a desire to have the “coolest” backpack, but if it’s not functional then it’s
doing more harm than good. A great compromise is to find a backpack that is aesthetically
pleasing to your child as well as provides him/
her comfort each school day! u

Your Child’s Backpack: A Source of Spinal Stress?
It has become a picture that parents are
most proud of - their child heading to the
school bus, looking forward to their first day
of school. They are well-prepared, with pencils,
erasers, notebooks and backpacks in tow.
Backpacks can be very useful for your
children. Many of them come with multiple
compartments that help kids stay organized by
keeping important books and papers in place.
Backpacks are better than shoulder bags or
purses for carrying these supplies, since the
back and abdominal muscles (the strongest
muscles in the body) are used to support the
weight of the pack. However, to take full advantage of these benefits without the disadvantage of feeling overburdened or in pain, it is
important that children use backpacks properly. This means watching the weight of the pack
and carrying it correctly.
Wearing backpacks improperly or carrying ones that are too heavy put children at increased risk for spinal injury. Postural compensations carrying the heavy loads are causing
what chiropractors term repetitive stress injury
to many children.
According to the American Chiropractic
Association, young children are suffering from
back pain much earlier than previous generations, and the use of heavy backpacks is a contributing factor. Heavy backpacks can cause a
child to hyperextend, or arch, his or her back,
or lean the head and trunk forward to compensate for the weight of the bag. These postures
can stress the muscles in the neck and back, increasing the risk of injury and fatigue. The natural curves in the upper, middle and lower back
can become distorted, which will cause irritation to the spine. A rounding of the shoulders
could also result if a back has to compensate
for a heavy load.
Wearing a backpack on one shoulder may
cause a child to lean to one side in order to
compensate for the extra weight. The middle
back, ribs and lower back can become stressed
on the side of the body opposite of where the
backpack is placed. Carrying the pack on one
shoulder may also cause upper back pain and a
strain in the shoulders and neck.
There are methods for preventing posture problems and other condition associated
with toting a heavy backpack. The number one
preventative method is to the limit the weight
of the backpack. Many healthcare profession16
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Social Security & Medicare Challenges
Social Security and Medicare are two of
the most important programs to
Americans in retirement and
crucial for most in planning for
income and medical during those
years. How will Social Security
and Medicare be affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Pardon
the pun but the doctor is still
out on the exact answer to this.
Trustees however acknowledge that the
estimates and analysis included in their
reports do not reflect the potential effects.
Each year, the Trustees of the Social Security
and Medicare Trust Funds release lengthy
reports to Congress that assess the health
of these important programs. The newest
reports, released on April 22, 2020, discuss
the current financial condition and ongoing
financial challenges that both programs face,
and project a Social Security cost-of-living
adjustment (COLA) for 2021.
Social Security Trust Funds
The Social Security program consists of two
parts, each with its own financial account
(trust fund) that holds the Social Security
payroll taxes that are collected to pay Social
Security benefits. Retired workers, their families, and survivors of workers receive monthly
benefits under the Old-Age and Survivors
Insurance (OASI) program; disabled workers
and their families receive monthly benefits
under the Disability Insurance (DI) program.
The combined programs are referred to as
OASDI. Other income (reimbursements from
the General Fund of the U.S. Treasury and
income tax revenue from benefit taxation)
is also deposited in these accounts. Money
that is not needed in the current year to pay
benefits and administrative costs is invested
(by law) in special Treasury bonds that are
guaranteed by the U.S. government and earn
interest. As a result, the Social Security Trust
Funds have built up reserves that can be
used to cover benefit obligations if payroll tax
income is insufficient to pay full benefits.
Note that the Trustees provide certain projections based
on the combined OASI and DI (OASDI) Trust Funds.
However, these projections are hypothetical, because the
trusts are separate, and generally one program’s taxes
and reserves cannot be used to fund the other program.

Highlights of Social Security Trustees
Report
• Social Security’s total cost is projected
to be higher than its total income (including
interest) in 2021 and all later years. The
U.S. Treasury will need to withdraw from
trust fund reserves to help pay benefits.
Trustees project that the hypothetical
combined trust fund reserves (OASDI) will

be depleted in 2035,
the same as projected in
last year’s report, unless
Congress acts.
• Once the hypothetical
combined trust fund reserves are
depleted in 2035, payroll tax revenue alone
should still be sufficient to pay about 79%
of scheduled benefits initially, with the
percentage falling gradually to 73% by
2094.
• Based on the “intermediate” assumptions
in this year’s report, the projected cost-ofliving adjustment (COLA) to be announced
in the fall of 2020, will be 2.3% (last year’s
report projected a COLA of 1.8% and the
actual COLA was 1.6%). This COLA would
apply to benefits starting in January 2021.
Medicare Trust Funds
There are two Medicare trust funds. The
Hospital Insurance (HI) Trust Fund helps pay
for hospital care (Medicare Part A costs). The
Supplementary Medical Insurance (SMI) Trust
Fund comprises two separate accounts, one
covering Medicare Part B (which helps pay
for physician and outpatient costs) and one
covering Medicare Part D (which helps cover
the prescription drug benefit).
Highlights of Medicare Trustees Report
• Annual costs for the Medicare HI Trust
Fund exceeded tax income each year from
2008 to 2015. There were small fund surpluses in 2016 and 2017. In 2018 and
2019, expenditures exceeded income, and
deficits are expected for all later years.
• The HI Trust Fund is projected to be
depleted in 2026, the same year as projected in last year’s report. Once the HI
Trust Fund is depleted, tax and premium
income would still cover 90% of estimated
program costs, declining to 78% by 2044
and then gradually increasing to 90% by
2094. The Trustees note that long-range
projections of Medicare costs are highly ununcertain because the health-care landscape
is shifting and the effects are unknown.
Why are Social Security and Medicare
Facing Financial Challenges?
Social Security and Medicare are funded
primarily through the collection of payroll taxes. Because of demographic and economic
factors, including higher retirement rates and
lower birth rates, there will be fewer workers
per beneficiary over the long term, worsening
the strain on the trust funds.

What is Being Done to Address These
Challenges?
Both reports continue to urge Congress to
address the financial challenges facing these
programs soon, implementing them gradually
as to lessen the impact on the public. Combining some of the following solutions may
also lessen the impact of any one solution.
• Raising the current Social Security payroll
tax rate (currently 12.40%). According to
this year’s report, an immediate and
permanent payroll tax increase of 3.14 percentage points to 15.54% would be necessary to address the long-range revenue.
• Raising or eliminating the ceiling on wages
currently subject to Social Security payroll
taxes ($137,700 in 2020).
• Raising the full retirement age beyond the
currently scheduled age of 67 (for anyone
born in 1960 or later).
• Reducing future benefits. According to this
year’s report, to address the long-term revenue shortfall, scheduled benefits would
have to be immediately and permanently
reduced by about 19% for all current
and future beneficiaries, or by about 23%
if reductions were applied only to those
who initially become eligible for benefits in
2020 or later.
• Changing the benefit formula.
• Calculating COLA for benefits differently.
You can view a combined summary of the
2020 Social Security and Medicare Trustees
Reports and a full copy of the Social Security
report at ssa.gov. You can find the full Medicare report at cms.gov.
Income planning around these areas is an important part of a well-rounded financial plan.
Let us help you get Clear Direction for Your
Retirement. Stay safe and God bless.

2040 North Loop 336 W, Suite 125
Conroe, Texas 77304
(936) 449-5952
www.woottonfinancial.com
Investment Advisory services offered through Game Plan
Advisors, Inc., a registered investment advisor. Insurance
services offered through Wootton Financial Group, Inc.
Game Plan Advisors, Inc. and Wootton Financial Group,
Inc. are affiliated through common ownership. Neither
Game Plan Advisors, Inc nor Wootton Financial Group,
Inc. offer legal or tax advice. Please consult the appropriate professional regarding your individual circumstance.

SJRA Rehabilitation of Bear
Branch Gravity Main Project
Update

Over time infrastructure needs to be evaluated for repairs and improvements. As the
operator of three wastewater treatment plants
that serve the needs of Municipal Utility Districts (MUDs) throughout The Woodlands, the
San Jacinto River Authority (SJRA) began improving the Bear Branch Gravity Main wastewater collection system in early 2020. When
completed, the structural integrity of the more
than 2.5 miles of pipe and associated manholes
in the Village of Cochran’s Crossing will be restored, preventing aquifer groundwater and
stormwater from entering the collection system through possible leaking joints and manhole covers.
PROJECT UPDATE JULY 2020
SJRA’s construction contractor, SAK Construction, mobilized February 2020. Since then,
SAK has installed:
• Temporary access roads so that the heavy
equipment can reach all of the manholes and
pipes to be rehabilitated.
18
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• The first of two bypass systems so that
wastewater service remains uninterrupted
while the project is completed.
SAK will begin a cured-in-place pipe (CIPP)
lining process as well as manhole rehabilitation
efforts. By using CIPP, SJRA will be able to significantly increase the life of our aging gravity
sewer system in the most cost-effective manner that also reduces the construction schedule and impacts to the community. The CIPP
process will be completed in smaller segments
as shown below. SAK will be onsite 24-hours
per day. Once the first half of the segments are
rehabilitated, SAK will relocate the bypass to
then start the second half of the project. Below
is a map that identifies each segment, the two
bypass pipelines, and the estimated construction schedule (dates subject to change).
What is Bear Branch Gravity Main?
Why does it need to be rehabilitated?
The Bear Branch Gravity Main, a major
sewer collection main for the SJRA Woodlands

Division Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF)
No. 2 service area, was installed in 1985, and
requires rehabilitation based on physical condition assessments conducted in previous years.
The gravity main is approximately 16,000 linear feet of existing 42-inch to 72-inches in diameter reinforced concrete sewer pipe.
What is Cured-in-Place-Pipe (CIPP)?
CIPP is a trenchless technology to rehabilitate and repair existing pipes without having to
excavate or replace the pipes. It is a joint free,
seamless pipe lining that is installed within
the existing pipe. It is one of the most widely
used rehabilitation methods for existing aging
sewer lines.
What is the process for CIPP lining installation
to rehabilitate the pipe?
• Divert existing sewer line flow by diversion pumps from one manhole to another.
• Mechanically clean and televise existing
sewer line, remove debris, and check for failures.

• Mobilize trucks and equipment to a designated upstream manhole to receive the CIPP
lining and at a downstream manhole that the
CIPP lining will stop.
• The process of CIPP involves inserting
and running a felt lining made of fiberglass
into a preexisting pipe that is the subject of repair and rehabilitation. Resin within the liner is
then exposed to a curing element (hot water)
to make it attach to the inner walls of the pipe.
Once fully cured, the lining now acts as a new
pipeline.
• Because there are several different diameters of pipe within the pipeline, this process
will be required to be repeated several times.

specialized CIPP equipment to access the pipes
and manholes. Once the contractor starts the
CIPP process, the crew will work 24/7 until that
segment is complete. They will then move their
equipment to the next segment to proceed with
the next CIPP lining installation. There may be
construction traffic on the access roadway during the night; however, if you see something
suspicious, please report it to Montgomery
County Sheriff’s Department at 936-760-5800.

Why are there pipes laying on the ground?
In order to rehabilitate the gravity main
system, the selected construction method requires that the existing system (underground
sewer line) be taken out of service, in sections.
The temporary above ground pipes will be used
to bypass sections of the existing system while
they are rehabilitated using CIPP.

Will there be noise, dust, or odors from the
construction activities?
As with any construction, there may be
activities that cause noticeable noises, but the
contractor is required to minimize impacts to
the neighboring communities. The contractor
will mitigate dust impacts using water trailers
as needed. Potential odors may be present in
the vicinity of the where the bypass pipes are
discharging into manholes and when the contractor is cleaning the existing sewer pipe in
advance of installing the CIPP. The lining process may have a smell similar to nail polish.

What are normal construction hours?
Temporary access roads have been installed along the project route to allow the

Will the area be restored and temporary roads
and water crossings be removed?
The current scope of work requires SJRA’s

contractor to restore any areas impacted by
construction activities. Planning and coordination between SJRA and The Woodlands Township may require some revisions to restoration
activities.
When will this project be completed?
The project is currently anticipated to be
complete by spring of 2021.
One of the major river authorities in Texas, SJRA’s mission is to develop, conserve, and
protect the water resources of the San Jacinto
River basin. Covering all or part of seven counties, the organization’s jurisdiction includes
the entire San Jacinto River watershed, excluding Harris County. For additional information
on SJRA visit our website at www.sjra.net, like
SJRA on Facebook @SanJacintoRiverAuthority, follow us on Twitter @SJRA_1937, find us
on Instagram @sanjacintoriverauthoritySJRA,
or connect with us on LinkedIn @San Jacinto
River Authority. u
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By: Brian Sherman

Online with Dock Line
Should You Build Your Own Website?
The Pros and Cons of a DIY Website
In light of recent events in the world, you may be one of the many who
have found themselves with a lot more time on your hands and stuck at
home. You might also be one of the many unfortunate people who have lost
their job, or if you have your own small business you’ve seen a drastic drop in
growth. Wherever you are on the “affected by coronavirus” scale, it’s likely you
have been considering other options for income - mainly in the online space.
Perhaps you have an idea for a side business and need a website,
or you already have a small business and you need to get your business
online. Whatever your starting point, getting your own website is a crucial
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step in setting yourself up for success, and growing into something bigger,
especially now. So, where do you start?
Well, for most beginners, the cheapest option seems to be the most
attractive route. There are many DIY website builders that let you start
for free. Wix, Weebly, Wordpress.com, and Go Daddy are just a few of the
places that let you build a website for free. But is that the best way to go
about getting your business online?
Let’s look at that factor and the other major pros and cons of building
your own website.

Pro: You can build your own website for free.
Free is appealing for obvious reasons. You can get a website without
the financial investment. If you’re just starting out, you might not have
a lot of money to put into your website. You may be putting whatever
startup money into a different aspect of your business, and a free website
gives you some wiggle room to do that.
Con: Free looks “cheap”.
While “free” always sounds good, it also has a flip side that can mean
“cheap”. We’ve all seen the result of DIY free websites online. With the
amount of time we all spend browsing websites nowadays, it’s fairly easy
to recognize when someone has gone the DIY route. The design is poor.
The navigation is difficult. The messaging is confusing. The colors don’t
flow right. Overall, it’s just not appealing and we tend to leave the website
just as soon as we visited.
Pro: DIY websites are easy to build.
Most free DIY website builders are super user friendly. You don’t usually need to be tech-savvy to start building your own website. Also, many
of the DIY website options offer “drag and drop” types of builders to make
it even easier. You can choose pre-built blocks and sections and quickly
put together a simple design on your own in just a couple of hours.
Con: DIY websites are limited to your own design skills and the DIY
website builder’s capabilities.
The downside to building your own website is that most people are
not web designers, even though we tend to give ourselves the benefit
of the doubt. We also tend to have a bias toward things we created, not
being able to see flaws in our work. DIY websites are a perfect example
of this. People often think the website they built looks amazing, when
in reality it’s not attractive to visitors or potential clients. Poor website
design can be detrimental to your business as websites are often the first
impression people get of your business. Also, DIY website builders leave
out a lot of design aspects employed by professional web designers in
order to keep things as user friendly and affordable as possible.
Pro: DIY websites give you complete control.
Building your own website can be appealing because you have control over everything...or at least you feel like you do. You can build the site
and complete it on your own schedule. You can make changes whenever
you like. You can invest your own time in keeping it updated and secure.
Con: DIY websites lack security, get outdated quickly, and require
time to maintain.
As any business owner will attest, time becomes more scarce and
more valuable as your business grows. Finding time to devote to your
website becomes more difficult, especially if you aren’t very tech savvy.
DIY websites already lack the level of security most professionally hosted
websites provide. Keeping your website secure becomes more difficult
over time. Not to mention, your DIY website will likely look outdated in
just 6 months. Trends and technologies change quickly online. You’ll need
to stay up to date with what’s “in” and what’s working. Not only will you
need to devote time to maintain your website, you’ll also need to educate
constantly on web design tactics.
If you’re serious about your new venture, or want your current business to be taken seriously online, then avoid the DIY website option. You’ll
thank yourself later, and your customers will be grateful, too. Plain and
simple, if your business is important enough to you, you’ll invest in a professional website. Although you will spend more money up front, you’ll
see a return on your investment many times over.
If you need expert advice on getting a website that best represents
the quality of your business, let us know! Dock Line is quickly becoming the local leader in web design services. Demand for professional
web design in Montgomery County is growing exponentially. If you need
a beautiful website for your business that helps it grow month after
month and year after year, then let’s talk. Contact us today at ozzy@
docklinemagazine.com. u
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An UPDATE from STAGE RIGHT of Texas:
The Only Constant in Life is Change
By: Carolyn Corsano Wong

Lisa Schofield in The Wild Women of Winedale. Change is hard.
STAGE RIGHT of Texas, resident theatre
company at the historic Crighton Theatre, has
announced that they are moving their production of Peter Pan to at least December of 2020
and are not going to be selling season tickets
to their planned 2020-2021 Season. The board
of directors has decided that theatre under
gathering restrictions is not safe or financially
practical so they are going to keep moving the
productions until a time when gathering restrictions are not in effect.
Are you still doing Peter Pan?
Yes, we are producing Peter Pan. Out of
an abundance of caution though, our board in
22 Dock Line Magazine - Magnolia Edition August 2020

consultation with the show’s production team
decided that it would be best to delay the show
once again. The new tentative dates for Peter
Pan are Dec 4-20, 2020. Tickets will not be on
sale until gathering restrictions are eliminated.
Why was Peter Pan delayed again?
Due to the surge in Covid-19 cases in June,
restrictions of gatherings to no more than 10
persons are back in effect. We can’t rehearse
Peter Pan for presentation in September with
only 10 people present at a time. Additionally,
live performance venues are currently under
capacity restrictions and social distancing measures are still in effect. With capacity restric-

tions in place, the 541 seat Crighton Theatre
is reduced to a little over 150 seats. We lose
money if we run a show with only that amount
of folks in the audience especially an expensive show like Peter Pan that comes with the
exorbitant cost to fly performers. Additionally,
maintaining 6’ distance is impossible on stage
and backstage during a performance. We have
chosen to do what we felt is in the best interest
of our artists, patrons and our organization.
What happens to the next season line-up of
shows: 2020-2021 Season of Screen to Stage?
STAGE RIGHT is not going to be selling
a season package for 2020-2021. Since Pe-

The lovely Kathleen Baker in midtransformation as Cinderella
ter Pan is up in the air (sorry about the pun),
it would not be wise to sell season packages
since we don’t know when the shows will actually take place. We will most likely start the
same season of shows planned for 2020-2021

Lizzie Camp in Thoroughly Modern Millie

money due to the pandemic restrictions and
have no source of income until we are able to
present a show. If you’d instead like a credit to
a show next season, we’d be happy to accommodate that as well. If you already purchased

season tickets to our 2020-2021 season, we
will refund your money.
You lost me. I’m confused.
If you have questions, please call the
Crighton box office and they can answer any
questions you might have and get all your ticketing issues resolved.
Please keep up with the most current information regarding dates for shows on our
website: www.stage-right.org or the Crighton
Theatre website www.crightontheatre.org.
Please keep safe, stay well and we look forward
to seeing you back at the historic Crighton Theatre when this whole mess is over. On the plus
side, when you do come back all of the renovations to the lobby may be finished! What a
grand re-opening that will be! u

Our last bow on the Crighton stage
(The Odd Couple, Nunsense, Elf, Funny Girl, Leaving Iowa, and Wizard of Oz) for a 2021-2022
season. In the meantime, if it is safe to gather
again we will come up with alternate small cast
shows and hopefully a fundraising event to entertain folks.
I’m a season ticket holder and I already paid
for some of these shows, how is that going to
work??
Fear not. You will get what you paid for.
Folks that had season tickets to our 20192020 season, you already paid for Peter Pan and
M*A*S*H. When we are able to present those
shows without social distancing requirements,
you will see them in the seats you selected. If
you would rather not wait and just want your
money back, we’ll do that. We hope though
that you’ll consider waiting until we can safely
present these shows since we have already lost

The Horrible Herdmans became not so horrible in The Best Christmas Pageant Ever-The Musical
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Blue Water Navy Veterans &
Survivors Awarded Big Benefits

By: Kay L. Lee,
Veterans Service Officer

24

In 2019 the Court of Veterans Appeals ruled (Procopio v Wilkie) that Navy Veterans serving within 12 nautical
miles of the Republic of Vietnam (Blue Water) from June 9, 1962 through May 7, 1975 were presumptively exposed to
the herbicide Agent Orange and now made eligible to receive compensation for disabilities which developed due to
that exposure.
Claims made by these veterans, which were previously denied now qualified for reconsideration base on the new
criteria. This also meant retroactively awarding the compensation claim to the date of the veteran’s initial claim.
Since the start of the fiscal year in September 2019 through April 30, 2020, the Texas Veterans Commission
(TVC) Claims Department has assisted veterans in receiving over $250 million in retroactive payments plus annual
increases.
Of the $250 million, $107 million was in retroactive pay disbursed to 7,088 veterans throughout the state. That’s
an average of over $15,000 per veteran. Additionally, $145 million in annual increases was disbursed to 7,088 veterans
throughout the state, an average of over $20,000 per veteran.
Add to that in May, $444,394 in retroactive accrued benefits was awarded to the widow of a Blue Water Navy
Veteran. The award was the result of a great collaborative effort between Montgomery County Assistant Veteran Service
Officer Karen Karr and TVC Houston Strike Force members Milton Austin and Van Stringer. Benefits were awarded back
to 2005, with Special Monthly Compensation, for this substitution of claimant case.
“The case reflects outstanding work for a Texas veteran and his family to recognize his contribution to this country
and the benefits he earned through his service,” said TVC Claims Operations Manager Ryan Pavlu.
Claims activity for the state has been on the rise with interactions with veterans up 600% between March 23 and
May 28, 2020.
We are very proud of Karen and her continued service to the veterans & survivors in our community.
It is the mission of the Montgomery County Veterans Service Office to assist our veterans and their families with
their VA & State Benefits with compassion and competency.
For more information on VA & State Benefits, contact our office at 936-539-7842 or via email at vetsvc@mctx.org. u
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The following is provided for informational
purposes only and is not, nor should it be construed as legal advice. This particular article refers to payments by Executors for an estate and
should not be deemed to be general advice.
In my practice I am often asked by people
who are serving as executor of an estate, “ If
there are multiple debts due, and I do not have
sufficient funds to pay them all, which debts
should I pay first?”
There is great temptation to pay the creditor which makes the most noise, thereby proving the old adage, “the squeaky wheel gets the
grease.”
This practice of yielding to the most pressure is not, however, typically in the best interest of the estate or in the best interest of the
executor. Based upon my personal experience
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and the experience relayed by executors with
whom I’ve worked, the “squeakiest wheel” is often the one that should receive the lowest priority (i.e., unsecured debts, such as those from
credit cards).
First is proper to determine what amount,
if any, should be set aside for maintenance of a
surviving spouse or decedent’s surviving minor
children. Space in this column is not sufficient
to explain the family allowance in detail, but
it shall suffice to say that surviving spouses
and minor children are due allowance, if particular conditions exist. (Estates Code §353.101
et.seq.).
Other claims against the estate of the decedent shall be classified and have priority of
payment as follows: (Estates Code §355.102).
Class I - Funeral expenses and expenses

of last sickness for a reasonable amount to be
approved by the court, not to exceed a total of
$15,000, with any excess to be classified and
paid as other unsecured claims. It should be
noted that $15,000 is not a very large sum to
cover expenses of the last illness and funeral
expenses. It should also be pointed out that
this limit only applies to those estates where
there are insufficient funds to pay all debts.
Class II - Expenses of administration and
expenses incurred in the preservation, safekeeping and management of the estate, including expenses awarded by the court for
defending the Will, and unpaid expenses of administration awarded in a guardianship of the
decedent. It should be further noted that even
though attorney’s fees may be paid as Class II
expenses, they only gain this status of priority
if they are incurred to protect the interest of all
the beneficiaries.  A person who files a contest
to the Will in an effort to achieve a favorable
outcome for himself is not entitled to Class II
treatment of his claim.
Class III - Certain secured claims for money,
including tax liens, so far as the same can be
paid out of the proceeds of the property subject to the mortgage on the property or other
lien, and when more than one mortgage lien
or security interest shall exist upon the same
property, they should be paid in order of their
priority.
Class IV - Claims for the principal amount
and accrued interest on delinquent child sup-

port and child support arrearages that have
been confirmed and reduced to money judgment as determined by applicable sections of
the Texas Family Code.
Class V - Claims for taxes, penalties, and
interest under other select statutes.
Class VI - Claims for the cost of confinement established by the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice under Section 501.017 of the
Texas Government Code.
Class VII - Claims for repayment of medical assistance payments made by the state of
Texas under applicable sections of the Human
Resources Code to or for the benefit of the decedent.  If the decedent was the beneficiary of
Medicaid, and if such application for benefits
was made after March 1, 2005, the state of Texas may file a claim for reimbursement for all
Medicaid benefits received by the decedent as
a Class VII claim.
Class VIII - All other claims. This is the lowest priority of claims and includes, but is not
limited to, all unsecured claims such as credit
card debt. Even though credit card companies
may be the most aggressive in attempting to
collect a debt from the estate of the decedent,
they are actually in the lowest position of priority of payment.
If the estate that you are serving as the executor is one of those that is fortunate enough
to have a much greater balance of assets than
liabilities, then these priorities, while still important, have less of a long-term impact so
long as the executor pays or settles all of the
debt.
If, on the other hand, the estate that you
are serving as the executor does not have sufficient assets to pay all claims against the estate
in total, it is extremely important that you make
a determination regarding which debts are to
be paid and in what order. As always, you are
encouraged to seek the services of a qualified
attorney of your choice.
James Bright is admitted to practice before
the Federal Courts for the Southern District of Texas and Eastern District of Texas as well as all of
the Justice Courts, Probate Courts, County Courts
at Law, District Courts, Courts of Appeal and Supreme Court for the State of Texas. He maintains
an office in Houston and by appointment another
at 208 McCown Street in the heart of historic
Montgomery. Contact may be made by telephone
(936) 449-4455 or (281) 586-8277. For more information about wills or probate in Texas, please
see - www.houstontxprobate.com. u
IF YOU WISH TO SUGGEST A TOPIC FOR THIS
COLUMN, SEND TO:
JAMES M. BRIGHT
14340 TORREY CHASE BLVD., SUITE 150
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77014
Email: topics@houstontxprobate.com
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1/2 cup fresh cilantro
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 tablespoon fresh lime juice
Kosher salt and pepper
8 small flour tortillas, warmed
Low-fat sour cream, for serving

Blackened Salmon
Soft Tacos

1 1/4 pounds skinless salmon fillet, cut into 4
pieces
2 tablespoons blackening spice mix or Cajun
seasoning (no salt added)
1/2 small head romaine lettuce, thinly sliced
(about 4 cups)
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Heat a large skillet over medium heat. Coat
both sides of the salmon with the seasoning
mix and cook, covered, until opaque throughout
and blackened, 3 to 4 minutes per side.
Meanwhile, in a large bowl, toss together the
lettuce, cilantro, oil, lime juice, and 1/4 tsp. each
salt and pepper.

Spread half of the chocolate ice cream topping
in the bottom of the piecrust and freeze.

Flake the salmon into pieces. If desired, spread
sour cream on the tortillas, then fill with the
salmon and top with the lettuce mixture.

In medium bowl, combine lemon curd, lemon
zest, and ice cream; beat until blended. Spoon
into piecrust on top of chocolate topping.

Chocolate Lemon Ice
Cream Pie

Drizzle with remaining chocolate ice cream
topping; swirl the topping into the ice cream
mixture with the tip of a knife. Freeze until firm.
You can slice this right out of the freezer. u

1 9” chocolate graham cracker piecrust
3/4 cup chocolate fudge ice cream topping,
divided
1 (10-ounce) jar lemon curd
1 teaspoon lemon zest
4 cups vanilla ice cream, softened

Send Us
Your Recipes!

E-mail to: linda@docklinemagazine.com
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Is That a Baby Owl?
By: Lisa Wolling, Executive Director

www.ftwl.org
We are fortunate in our part of Texas to
have four different types of owls that can be
found. Quite often at our intake center, we get
calls about “baby great horned owls”. In our
area, great horned owls are generally hatched
early in the year, as early as January. While there
are times we do get in baby great horned owls,
many times what people actually find are the
smallest owl in our area, the Eastern Screech
Owl (which in everyone’s defense, do look a lot
like miniature Great Horned Owls).
Eastern Screech Owls are short, stocky
owls. Adults are only about 6 to 10 inches tall
and weigh on average only ¼ to ½ of a pound.
They have pointed ear tufts similar to those of
the Great Horned Owl and are either mostly
gray or mostly reddish-brown in color. The red
(or rufous) coloration seems to be more common in southern states. The screech owls’ coloration is in no way connected to their gender,
nor does the coloration change throughout
their lifetime; gray owls remain gray and red
owls remain red. In fact, both color morphs can
occur within the same clutch of babies. Their
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eyes are pale yellow in color.
The Eastern Screech Owls are
the most strictly nocturnal of all
North American owls, so they are far
more often heard than seen. They are
known for their trilling or whinnying
song. Screech Owls are common in
most types of woods and prefer to
be near water. Although they would
rather nest in tree cavities, they can
also be attracted to man-made nesting boxes, and pairs are monogamous. Eggs are laid in late March
or early April, with 2 to 5 eggs being
usual. The eggs hatch after 26 days.
Top left: juveniles almost ready for release. Top right: red
During nesting, the female stays in
morph
adult Eastern Screech Owl. Bottom left: gray morph
the nest except for brief dawn and
dusk excursions. She and the nest- showing their wonderful camouflage. Bottom right: adult gray
morph Eastern Screech Owl.
lings are fed by the male. The owlets
fledge at about four weeks of age,
ing skills. Both parents feed and tend to the
but they gain flight and hunting skills slowly.  
youngsters at this stage.
The family will stay together for another 8 to
During the day, screech owls prefer to re10 weeks as the owlets depend on their parmain hidden in tree cavities or old woodpecker
ents for food while they hone their own hunt-

holes. At dark, they emerge to hunt, with most
prey being taken in the few hours just after
nightfall. Eastern Screech Owls eat small birds,
rodents, and surprisingly large numbers of
earthworms, insects, crayfish, tadpoles, frogs,
and lizards. They will also eat bats, scorpions,
spiders, snails, and occasionally fish.   Screech
Owls are ambush hunters; they prefer to observe from a perch in a tree or bush and then
dive down to pounce on prey. Because they often take prey on the ground and consume large
numbers of insects, Screech Owls are particularly susceptible to poisoning from pesticides
and fertilizers.
As with all owls, Eastern Screech Owls
are perfectly designed hunters. Their skeletal
structure is very light and strong, and many of
the bones which would be separated in mammals are fused together in owls, making them
strong to support their weight on the ground.
In addition, some of their larger bones are hollow with bony internal bracing. This helps reduce overall weight. Owls are known as silent
flyers, so you will never hear an owl flapping
overhead.   Their flight feathers are edged in
fringe-like tips, which cuts down on air turbulence and effectively muffles the sound of
flight.   Many owl species have asymmetrical
ears. Having ears located at different heights
on their head makes them more able to pinpoint the location of sounds in multiple directions. While owls cannot, despite common
myths, turn their heads all the way around, but
they can rotate them up to 270 degrees in ei-

everyone safe. We are extremely grateful to
ther direction. They have fourteen neck verteour wonderful volunteers for helping to assure
brae (twice as many as humans) and they also
that we can stay open. For the time being, we
have a special arrangement of the jugular veins
remain open, but our hours are limited, and we
to ensure that blood supply is not impeded as
are accepting animal intakes only by appointthe neck is rotated. As nocturnal animals, owls
ment. If you need assistance, please call 281have disproportionately large eyes. These large
eyes help to improve their hunting efficiency,
259-0039, or email to our emergency email at
ftwl.help@gmail.com. For the time being, our
especially under low-light conditions. Their
well-developed eyes are actually not eyeballs
visitor’s center and educational programs remain closed.
as such, but elongated tubes which are held in
place by bony structures in the skull. For this
To learn more about what we do and view
reason, an owl cannot move its eyes at all to
pictures of many of the animals we assist,
please visit our Facebook page at www.facelook side to side or up and down, but rather
they need to pivot their head to look around.
book.com/SavingTexasWildlife. u
If you happen to be out and about after
dark, keep your eyes
and ears peeled to
see if you can observe
these little nocturnal
beauties. If you want
to learn to recognize
some of their calls,
check out the following link: https://www.
audubon.org/fieldguide/bird/easternscreech-owl and click
on “songs and calls” .
With the ongoing concerns during
the Covid outbreak, Eastern Screech Owl babies are tiny little fluffballs about the size of a billiard
ball. You can still see the “egg tooth” on these little ones (at the end of the
we continue to do
beak, which helps them to peck out of their shell). They will fledge at four
our best to remain
weeks
of age, but are still dependent on their parents for another 8-10 weeks.
open while keeping
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Article and photos
by Bronwyn Clear,
Certified Texas
Master Naturalist
Eastern Kingbirds
appear very formal,
dressed in black
“coats, tails & hats”
with white “shirts”.

Flycatchers & the Texas
Bird-of-Paradise
Flycatchers migrate into our area to spend
spring and summer. Scissor-tails, Eastern Phoebes, Eastern Kingbirds, and many others. They
mate, nest and raise their young here, and then
in late fall they gather together in large flocks
and head south to spend warm winters in Mexico or Central America.

Some flycatchers, such as the aptly named
Eastern Phoebe, are “little brown jobs” with not
much to characterize them other than their
repeating call of “PHOEBE”. Scissor-tailed Flycatchers, also known as the Texas Bird-of-Paradise, are all-time favorites with exotic long split
tails, light grey bodies and peachy-orange wing

and belly markings. Eastern Kingbirds appear
very formal and pert in their tuxedo feathers of
black and white.
As expected by their name, flycatchers
are primarily insectivores which can execute
tight spinning maneuvers to catch insects on
the wing. You will see them almost anywhere,
This ‘little brown job’ is an Eastern
Phoebe flycatcher, and she is sitting
defiantly on her nest. Can you make
out her flat beak?
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A Texas Bird of Paradise, the
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher. About
14” long, it has a gray body, dark
gray wings, peachy-orange belly
and wing markings, and a split tail
that is as long as its body.

This Eastern Kingbird
flycatcher is 70’ up in a tree,
snatching up high flying
insects. Sometimes the flying
insects are low to the ground
and sometimes high in the
sky. The birds go where the
getting is good.
on telephone wires, up in high trees, on fence
posts, or spots near the water to catch lake insect hatches. Farmers and ranchers appreciate
them because they eat grasshoppers, flies and
other insects that harm crops and animals.
You can tell if a bird is a flycatcher by looking at its beak shape. The types of bills that
catch flying insects tend to be very flat and
look like pancake spatulas!   These flat beaks

have more surface area than birds with pointed
bills which makes them best for catching fast
winged insects.   This flat beak gives flycatchers
an advantage.
To see photos of our Texas bird-of-paradise in flight, check out Google images and
videos for “Scissor-tailed Flycatcher in flight”.  
Or look on youtube.com. These sky dancers
are breathtaking aerial artists, fluttering verti-

cally up and down as much as 100 feet during
mating season. It is worth the time to watch a
scissor-tailed aerial show.
Learn more about the incredible nature in
our area by joining a chapter of the Texas Master Naturalist organization.   To find a chapter
close to you, or to read about the state program,
go online to www.txmn.org. Volunteer and get
involved! u

Look straight into any flycatcher’s face and you can see how very flat their
bill is. Like a spatula! All the better to catch winged insects.
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Today Parker and I went fishing at Lake
Fork.   We fished and fished and guess what?  
Zero Fish.
Since we did not catch anything yesterday,
today will be a challenge to find where they are
hiding. Parker’s brother-in-law and girlfriend
went with us today. She caught a 5 pounder.
The challenge was on. I was determined we
would catch some good fish today.  
Parker and I were basically fishing in the
same place making
the same cast. He
caught 2 spotted
bass.   I was fishing
with a football jig. I
caught a 5 pounder,
and a 4 pounder. We
kept on fishing in
that honey hole. It
was just fun catching
since yesterday was a
big 0.  I caught 9 fish
on the same spot.
Parker was having fun and did not
want to leave. I needed to drive back but he
kept insisting we stay a little longer. The gas
tank in the boat was saying it was empty and
he ignored it, thinking there was still gas in the
tank. Surprise, the boat came to a screeching
halt.  We flagged down a guy on the lake and
he went to get us some gas. He brought it back
and we put it in the tank and it still did not
start. He took Parker back to get more gas and
that boat would not crank. This man called his
wife and she had a little car and we all jumped
in. I was scrunched and my head touched the
roof. It was crazy, but thankful we were rescued.
We all needed to get home and it was getting
late. She took me, his brother-in-law and girlfriend to our cars. The man took Parker to the
boat launch.
What an adventure. I did not make it home
till 1 a.m. exhausted.
July 4, 2020 Happy 4th of July
What a great way to celebrate the 4th of
July. Fishing at Galveston with my best friends
Trey and Travis. The catch of the day was redfish and trout.  There is a 5 trout limit and a
limit of 3 redfish per person.   We caught our
limit of 3 redfish each and 6 trout.  Used plastic
swimbaits for bait. Having a great time with my
friends and cooking up our catch.
July 5, 2020 Surfing on Lake Conroe
This evening I went out in the boat with my
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parents. It’s really busy with boats on July 4th
so I like to go out after everything calms down.
The best time is early in the morning or late in
the evening about an hour before sunset. The
lake is quiet except for the birds and the sound
of the waves as we move on the water. It is
one of the most relaxing times of the day. I get
my board out and enjoy the rest of the evening.
My legs are burning, what a great workout. It’s
all worth it. At the end of day enjoying a great
sunset. Doing What You Love. Loving What You
Do. Enjoying the Great Outdoors.
July 8-9 2020 Fort Gibson Practice
Trey and I are getting ready for the tournament on Fort Gibson. It was originally scheduled in March, but got cancelled because of

the Coronavirus. Today we went out where the
lake meets Ft. Gibson up
the river. It was a giant
rock wall. Current was
on one side of it. Overflow from the lake was
above us flowing over
the rocks.
We used spinner
baits and big worms.
Got about 30 bites and
caught a few fish.  At the
end of the day we shook
them off.  While we were idling, a big paddlefish
jumped up about 3 feet in the air and scared
Trey. Some of them we saw were about 5 feet
long.
We went out today and practiced and
caught about 13 pounds of fish.  Going to continue to practice and try to locate the big fish.  
Our trolling motor was giving us trouble
and was not working correctly. We did not have
time to fix it so I went to Walmart and purchased a paddle. Trey already had one in the
boat and I bought another one. I don’t know
how that is going to work but we will try our
best.
I called Lee Livesay, one of my buddies on

the Bassmaster Elite Series and talked to him
and told him that the trolling motor broke on
Trey’s boat. We both had paddles and we would
use them. Lee knew that was not going to work
so he called his one of his buddies, named Billy
that lives in Oklahoma and told him we were
in a bind. He asked him if we could borrow his
boat and he said, “OK”. That was such a generous offer but we did not feel that we knew him
enough to take out his nice boat. Lee talked
to us and said, “Go ahead and use it, you can’t
paddle and fish at the same time”.   We had
never accepted something like this before. We
did not even know this man and he was willing
to help us. So, we both looked at each other
and said, “Let’s do this”. We got in the truck and
drove an hour away and picked up Billy’s boat
and talked with him and transferred our equipment into his boat. We just met one of the most
generous guys. We were extremely grateful
that he trusted us to use his boat. We drove
back to the hotel and finally got to bed around
midnight. Set our alarm to wake up at 4:30 a.m.
July 10, 2020 FLW Fort Gibson Tournament
It was a Friday morning with a slight
breeze blowing. We were one of the last teams
to take off. There were 82 teams in the tournament today. We were driving the bright green
Skeeter and were about to set out on a great
day of fishing.
We headed to the south end of the lake
first.  That is where we had the most bites during practice.
Our first stop was at a transition bank with
a brush pile. This is when the rocks go from
big to small with sand. This was one of the
patterns we discovered. At 12 feet deep there
was a school of fish.  I caught the first keeper
on the first cast.  It was 2 ¼ pounder.  Trey cast
once and then on the second cast he landed a
6 pounder. He was going crazy, but he had to
keep it down because there were other boats
near us and we didn’t want to make it obvious
our spot was good. What a great way to start a
tournament. For a solid hour it was non-stop
action. Every cast we were getting bit or hook-

ing fish.  We were on a roll and this was fun!  
At this spot we caught 10 fish, 5 of which were
keepers. It slowed down and we left and went
to the next spot.
We went to a brush pile half way up the
river. This is another spot we went to during
practice and I shook off some fish the day before. We didn’t catch a thing. It was getting
cloudy and as we looked in the distance you
could see it raining about 500 yards away.
Rain came and went. We went back to the
first spot where we caught the big fish and got
the most bites. We did this because the day before a storm rolled in just like today, they bit like
crazy and we were hoping for a repeat. Well as
you know things change and that did not happen. We saw some
a high school boat
fishing nearby so
that hole was probably fished out.
We decided to
go north running
way up the river. It
was a 30-minute
run. Got to another
transition bank with
a brush pile fishing
in 10-12 feet of water. The thermocline
was at 12 feet. Trey
and I were listening to
Podcast Bass University on the way to the
tournament about how
the thermocline effects
fishing.   We realized
why we were catching
fish at a certain depth.  
A
thermocline
develops when layers
of water separate into
several layers and the lowest level of water in
the lake is full of rotted decaying matter, therefore depleting the oxygen. Since this bottom
layer is depleted of oxygen baitfish like the
gizzard and threadfin shad and other fish cannot survive below the thermocline. When you
have reached the thermocline there is a sudden
change in temperature.  We were fishing right
above the thermocline.
We were up north going up the bank fishing some of the lay downs. On my 3rd cast I
hooked a 4 pounder.  I culled one of my fish up.  
Right after I caught mine Trey was throwing the
big worm on a small lay down and as soon as it
hit the water, he picked up on it and it was dead

weight. Had it on for two seconds and it pulled
off. He didn’t have a good hook set. After that
we only had one more bite. We had ten bites on
this same spot the day before.
We went to four to five more places and
didn’t catch a thing.
We ran all the back to the South end of the
lake. We were low on gas. Running from one
end of the lake to the other that we used fifty
gallons of gas. We stopped at the gas station
and put in five gallons, that would be enough to
get us back to the weigh in.
Trey was throwing a jig and made a cast.
He was dragging it across a brush pile and got
hung up. He started popping it hard trying to
release it and it came out. He drug it for two
seconds and got popped.  He had a fish on.  Set
the hook, it felt good. Fighting it, as he was
reeling it in, he knew it was going to be a good
cull. Landed it and culled one of the smaller
ones.  We only had one more small fish.
The lures we were using were the Magnum Trick Worm, Ol Monster and a Football jig.
We ran out of spots so I started idling looking
for new spots. We found another brush pile and
on the first cast I set the hook and it pulled 3
strips of drag and the fish pulled straight into
the brush pile and broke me off. That was our
winning fish.  It only needed to be a 4 pounder,
but I know it was way bigger than that. It dominated me and I could not do a thing. It was so
strong it broke me off.
We fished a few more places with no luck.  
Last place we went to we caught 4 keepers.
That did not help, they were all too small. We
fished as far as the lake goes from the south
end all the way to the north end of the lake. We
covered everything that looked good.
When we arrived at the weigh-in we
pulled into a boat stall and parked the boat.
We had a good bag on board but it sure would
have been better if we had my fish that broke
off or Trey’s bigger fish that we lost to cull up
the last small fish.  Since we are social distancing for Covid-19 they only let one of us go up
on stage with a mask to weigh the fish.  Our bag
weighed 17-5.  They had me hold up our fish.  It
was exciting. I told them the big one was Trey’s.
We were excited! I told Trey and my mom I did
not think it would hold. There was going to
be someone else that had a few more pounds.
There were still people in line and we were patiently waiting as they stepped up to weigh in
fish. Then the Oklahoma’s team came up and

had a bag weighing 19-14 and took over first
place. We were still happy to come in second,
but the most exciting thing was that we qualified to go to the FLW National Championship.
The top 10 teams qualified.   It will be held in
2021. It was a great tournament and we want
to thank our new friend, Billy for being so generous and letting us borrow his boat. We sure
could not have covered the water we did with a
paddle instead of a trolling motor. This is what
makes fishing so great.  Meeting great people
that are so generous and help others. It is all
part of the journey, we will never forget this.
Trey and I cannot thank Billy enough for letting
us use his boat.
When the tournament was over, we took
the boat back to Billy. He told us that 4 to 5
people called him and wanted to know why he
let those Texas guys use his boat. He told them
that we were friends with Lee so we must be
good guys. You could spot this boat anywhere.
It was fluorescent lime green and obviously this
guy Billy knows everyone on the lake. THROW
IT OUT, POP IT IN, FISH ON! u
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